The theory of multiple small-angle scattering is revised and extended to systems of arbitrary symmetry and structure. The principal difference between the evaluation of multiple scattering with and without observable primary beam is discussed and the values of the parameters related to the limits between single scattering and multiple scattering wkh and without observable residue of the primary beam are given for a number of porous materials. The applicability of the methods is demonstrated in a study of a sample of carbon black and a carbon fibre before and after potassium absorption.
Introduction
Multiple small-angle scattering is a phenomenon which occurs more frequently than expected, especially in the study of dense systems. Lambert & Guinier (1956) have shown the importance of the effect in the case of fine powders, applying the approximations given by Warren (1949) and Dexter & Beeman (1949) . Luzzati (1957) and Soul6 (1957) have developed a rigorous treatment of the problem for isotropic twophase systems, using Fourier transform and convolution theory. This theory has recently been revised and extended to cylindrically symmetrical systems (Perret & Ruland, 1969) ;
The present paper gives a general treatment of the problem both for pin-hole and 'infinite' slit systems and discusses the amount of information obtainable from multiple scattering with the aid of practical examples.
2. Theoretical
General treatment
Let us consider a sample with thickness t in the direction of the primary beam and a linear absorption coefficiefft/z. The total transmitted intensity Itr observable at small angles including the region of the primary beam can be written as Itr(Sl3) =e -"t I0(s~3) * I,(sx3) •
(1) s13 is the component of the reciprocal space vector s(s = 2 sin 0/2) in the tangent plane to the Ewald sphere at s=O. The vector notations used in this paper are consistent with our earlier ones in that the vectors s and r are considered to be composed of three components sx, s2, s3 and rl, r2, ra in a rectangular system of coordinates. The component of the vector s in the plane containing sx and s3 is sx3 and has the absolute value s~3= V~+s 2. Io is the distribution of the primary beam intensity measured in this plane under the experimental * Present address: Centre de Recherches de Kl6ber-Colombes, 49, rue Jean Jaur6s, 95 Bezons, France. conditions chosen and • stands for a two-dimensional convolution in this plane. It is the intensity distribution which would be observed if 10 were a Dirac delta distribution. We have thus the relationships and ~¢ ltdal3 = 1 I Itrdcr13
__ _ e-Ut I lodal3
where da13 is the surface element in the tangent plane.
To follow the evolution of the scattering process within the sample we consider the sample to be composed of n layers of thickness At=tin perpendicular to the primary beam. Assuming At to be small enough so that only one scattering process takes place within one layer, the normalized total intensity distribution after the first layer is a lc)6(sl3)+ a where 6 is a Dirac delta distribution, ~2 is a twodimensional Fourier transform and {?}2 is the projection of ~(r) onto the plane with the coordinates rx3 corresponding to the plane with the coordinates sla. y(r) is the normalized autocorrelation function of the electron density distribution in the sample defned as Ae*2(r) T(r)= AQ.z(0 )
where Ao(r) is the difference between the local electron density and the average electron density of the sample as a function of the physical space vector r.
The projection {Y}z is defined as
where r2 is the component of r in the direction of the primary beam. 
The values of the function {7}2-lc are zero for r13 = 0, in general negative for r13¢0 since l~= {y}2 (0) ale can thus be determined from the ratio of the integral intensities of Itr0 and Itr with acceptable accuracy and the function a{y}2 can be obtained using equation (2). If a is known from other measurements the size parameter lc is directly accessible. If a is unknown and the sample is isotropic, its value can be determined from (a{y}2) together with the function 7(r) using the relationship 1 I ~° (a{7}2)' (/r2 +-y~ay(r)= n-3o ]/r2q-y z dy which has the value a for r=0 since ?(0) is unity by definition. The value of lc can then be determined and, assuming t to be known, also (A20)v. Furthermore, all general structural parameters related to 7(r) become accessible. The amount of information is thus equivalent to that obtainable from absolute intensity measurements of single scattering. 
'Infinite' slit system
In the case of a slit system of 'infinite' height the distribution 10 of the primary beam intensity is given by The limiting values of ale are the same as in the general case; the resulting information on the structure is, however, limited to the function [{7}2]t for a system of arbitrary symmetry as in the case of single scattering (Ruland, 1964) . This causes no problem for an isotropic system since all sections through the centre of {7}2 are equal so that 7(r) and a can be determined for
• \ "~ \ \NNXN\ \ AI203 10 3 \ \. " CellulOse • "~ Polyethylene 1 z ene 0"01 0"05 0"10 0"50 P Fig. 1 . Characteristic limits for the multiple scattering of porous materials in alog h-log P plot. Solid line: limit between single and multiple scattering, broken line: limit be-" tween observable and non-observable residue of the primary beam.
In the case of cylindrically symmetrical systems 2 2 (coordinates rx2 = ~, r3) measured with the principal axis parallel to the slit axis it has been shown earlier (Perret & Ruland, 1969 ) that
analogous to the relationship which holds for all directions in a system of spherical symmetry (Ruland, 1964) . From this function the planar section through the centre of 7(r) perpendicular to the fibre axis [~]2(r12) is computed using the equation where lp and e are, in contrast to the isotropic system, related to the structure of the cross-section perpendicular to the principal axis.
Porous materials
Porous materials can in most practical cases be considered as two-phase systems with sharp density transitions between the two phases. Furthermore, the deasity of the gas in the voids can, in general, be neglected so that a can be written as a = vQ~IP where Q is the electron density of the compact material, r/the electron density per unit irradiated cross-section and P the volume fraction occupied by the pores. For a given material and a given pt, the product vo~l is In Table 1 , the values for/£1 and/£2 are given for a series of materials. In Fig. 1 the characteristic limits are given in a (log l¢)-(log P) diagram for a number of materials with thickness corresponding to lzt= 1, which is considered to give a maximum intensity yield. Taking a value of 50 % for the volume fraction of voids one can see that the effect of multiple scattering has to be considered for particle sizes below 100 A in the case of materials of low atomic number and about 100 A for those of higher atomic number. No residue of the primary beam is observable under these conditions for particle sizes larger than 2000 A in the case of organic materials, for example. This observation is of extreme importance for the evaluation of the small-angle scattering from polymer fibres, where a strong multiple scattering is to be expected perpendicular to the fibre axis due to filament diameters in the micron range.
For a quantitative determination of P, lc and the internal surface area the conditions of measurement should be chosen such that the residue of the primary beam is observable. From the ratios of the integral intensities of I0, ltr, and I0tr (or J0, Jtr and J0t~) as given in § § 2-1 and 2.2, the values of/zt and alc are determined. Knowing /z/0 of the compact material /zt can be used to determine r/,, or to check this value if it can be measured otherwise. The determination of a as described in § 2.1 leads thus to the determination of the porosity P and the size parameter lc, and the Luzzati-Soul6 approximation for {?}z permits the determination of the parameters lp and e. Knowing l v and P, the specific surface S/V is obtained as
Multiple small-angle scattering with observable residue of the primary beam results thus in a rather complete characterization of a porous material.
Examples of application

Multiple scattering with observable primary beam profile
A sample of commercial carbon black (Vulcan C of Cabot Corporation) has been chosen to test the experimental conditions and ~o check the applicability of the methods of evaluation described in the foregoing sections.
The measurements were carried out with a Kratky camera using Cu K~ radiation monochromatized with a graphite (UCAR) monochromator.
The scattered intensity was recorded with a xenonfilled proportional counter and the harmonics were suppressed by pulse-height discrimination.
The samples were prepared by compacting the powder under mild pressure (less than 10 kg.cm -z) to pellets of various defined thicknesses ranging from about 2 to about 13 mm. where (/z/Q,,) is the mass absorption coefficient for carbon, which we have found to be 5.33 cm2.g -2. This value is somewhat higher that that of pure carbon due to small amounts of sulphur and calcium present in the sample. r/is related to t, Q and P by r/=tQ(1-P) and since t is known, we obtain values for 4(1-P). The Fourier transforms of Jt~ and J0 were computed.
In Fig. 3 a plot In r plot, a[{y}2]l(r), for which an example is given in Fig. 4 .
From these the functions a?(r) were calculated using the relationship
g ~ a[{?}2]~ (l/~ + yZ) ay(r) = --~ o ~-~ + yZ dy.
An example of a[{?'}2]~ is given in Fig. 5 . Ripples appear in the derivative, probably due to termination effects of the Fourier transform which have to be smoothed before further treatment. The resulting function ay(r)
is shown in Fig. 6 . AS is to be expected, the values of this function for small values of r are smaller than the correct ones since the integration is truncated.
To determine the exact value of a = a?(0) it is preferable to deduce the value of a/lp from a Luzzati-Soul6 approximation for a[(y}2]t. The result of fitting such an approximation to a measured a[(7}211 function is shown in Fig. 4 . Another method is shown in Fig. 7 where the function -r-21n Pt(r) is plotted against In r.
In this case a/lp is obtained from the slope as indicated and e/lp from the intersect with the abscissa. With the a/lp values thus obtained we fit a straight line to the function ay(r) such that the relationship a ay(r) = a -r is obtained for small values of r. This eliminates the error due to the truncated integration and permits the determination of the correct value of a and thus lc, lp and e. Furthermore, we obtain a •Pvq and since we have already determined 0(1-P) from /zt, the values of Q and P become accessible as well as the average particle size (l)=lv/P and the specifc internal surface. The parameters obtained in this way for all samples are given in Table 2 . Apart from a slight tendency toward lower l v values with increasing alc the variation of the values appears to be mainly statistical. The average values with the corresponding root mean square deviations are given in Table 3 . Table 3 . Average values of the parameters Ip =182+4 ~ lc =289+ 12/~ P =0.68 +0.02 =0.47+0.01 0 =0.52+0.02 e./~-3 (/) =266+7 A Ss, = 87 + 5 mZ.g -1 3"2. Multiple scattering without observable primary beam profile A good example of this type of multiple scattering is the component of the small-angle scattering of .carbon fibres due to the c0ntours of the fil.aments. (Perret & Ruland, 1969) . In this case, l¢ values of about 5-10/x are'to be expected and with a packing density of the fibre bundles of about 0.5 g.cm -s, the al~ values are in the range 250-500, thus far beyond the limit for an observable residue of the primary beam profile. Fig. 8 shows a series of total transmitted intensity distributions together with the primary beam profile.
Since the system is cylindrically symmetrical these intensity distributions have been measured perpendicular to the fibre axis with an 'infinite slit' parallel to the fibre axis in order to obtain the projection of the intensity onto the plane perpendicular to the fibre axis.
We determine J0, Jtr and/zt and compute from this the function In Pt(r) as shown in equation (2). Using the Luzzati-Sould approximation the values of all v and ~/l~, are obtained from In Pt(r). In order to determine /1, and e we need the value of a which cannot be determined from the scattering since the residue of the primary beam and thus the value of al~ is not accessible. We can, however, calculate a if apart from the values of/zt, t and (/z/Qm) we have an independent determination of 0~. We determine r/as described in the last section, P is given by Table 4 , the results of such an evaluation are given for a carbon fibre sample. International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (1962) (/z/0,, = 4.60).
The present example and those reported earlier (Perret & Ruland, 1969) show that it is possible to carry out accurate size determination in the micron range using Cu Ke radiation. Such a determination is of interest in cases where it is more important to obtain the correct value for the average size in terms of l v and (l) than information on size and shape of individual particles which can, of course, be found more easily in a microscopic study. There are also cases where the sample cannot be studied easily under a microscope.
An example of this is the study of the swelling of carbon fibres as a result of the intercalation of potassium atoms between the carbon layers of the structure. Since the potassium-loaded fibres are extremely sensitive to oxygen, a microscope study is rather difficult and does not permit a precise determination of the increase of the fibre diameter. From the multiple scattering of a bundle of potassium-loaded fibres sealed in a glass capillary we obtain the values for all v and/zt. From separate measurements we know the elongation of the fibres and the amount of potassium absorbed by the fibre. We consider the increase of the volume of the fibres to be determined by a coefficient ~1 perpendicular to the fibre axis and ct3 in the direction of the fibre axis which means
where v is the volume before and v' the volume after .The value of 0.88 for e is somewhat higher than the one found for the carbon black sample (e=0.47) and also the theoretical value for 7 = exp (-r/lv) (e = 0.54). This is very probably due to an increased effect of interparticle interference produced by a short range order in the packing of the filaments.
It is of interest to note that we have repeatedly found the value of 4.15 for the mass absorption coefficient for Cu Kct radiation of pure carbon substances, a value which is somewhat lower than that given in ii function lc-[{7}211. Fig. 9 shows this function for the carbon fibre before and after potassium absorption. Both curves show an excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical values. The lp value of the potassium-loaded fibre is smaller than that of the original fibre since the fibre bundle has become more compact after swelling in the glass capillary so that the increase in (l) is overcompensated by the decrease in P.
Discussion
The present work shows clearly that an appropriate evaluation of multiple small-angle scattering can lead to the determination of nearly the same number of structural parameters as are obtainable from single scattering, especially in the case of multiple scattering with observable residue of the primary beam. In the latter case, the determination of the absolute intensity is facilitated by the fact that the intensity of the residue of the primary beam is, for certain sample thicknesses, of the same order of magnitude as the scattered intensity so that a quantitative comparison of these intensities can be made more accurately than in the case of single scattering.
Furthermore, multiple scattering can be used to increase considerably the range of sizes measurable with a standard small-angle camera. It is, for example possible to study structural features in the micron range with a resolution of about 10 -3 A. -1 in reciprocal space.
For increasing particle sizes an increasing contribution from X-ray refraction and total reflexion should be expected. Up to particle sizes in the micron range, we have, however, not observed any discrepancies between experimental and theoretical scattering curves which could be due to these effects.
